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Introduction  1 

Q. What is your name and business address? 2 

A. My name is Greg Rockrohr.  My business address is 527 East Capitol Avenue, 3 

Springfield, Illinois  62701. 4 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 5 

A. I am employed by the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) as a Senior 6 

Electrical Engineer in the Energy Division.  In my position, I review planning and 7 

operating practices of Illinois' regulated electric utilities, and at times provide 8 

information or recommendations to the Commission through Staff reports and 9 

testimony. 10 

Q. What is your work experience prior to coming to the Commission? 11 

A. Prior to joining the Commission Staff (“Staff”) in 2001, I was employed as an 12 

electrical engineer by Pacific Gas and Electric Company in California for 13 

approximately 18 years.  Prior to that, I was an electrical engineer at Northern 14 

Indiana Public Service Company for approximately 3 years.  I am a registered 15 

professional engineer in the state of California. 16 

Q. What is your educational background? 17 

A. I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering from Valparaiso 18 

University.  While employed in the utility industry and at the Commission, I have 19 

attended classes and conferences relevant to electric utility operations.   20 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding? 21 
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A. My testimony conveys my opinions and recommendations regarding a variety of 22 

topics associated with the electric delivery services rate case filing made by 23 

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”).  Specifically, I discuss: 24 

1. My review of thirty of ComEd‟s distribution plant investments made since its 25 

last rate case that are not identified on ComEd‟s Schedule F-4. 26 

2. My review of specific tariff sheets that ComEd proposed in its filing, as well as 27 

the distribution loss study that ComEd utilized to determine the distribution 28 

loss factor component it proposes for Rate RDS. 29 

3. ComEd‟s use of railroad class customer facilities to supply other ComEd 30 

customers. 31 

4. ComEd‟s accelerated depreciation for meters taken out of service in 32 

conjunction with Rider AMP.   33 

5. ComEd‟s existing metering practices that could affect the amount of energy 34 

ComEd designates as distribution loss.  35 

Please note that the exclusion of topics from my direct testimony should not be 36 

construed to mean that I have the same opinion as ComEd regarding those 37 

excluded topics.   38 

Q. Are you recommending adjustments to ComEd’s proposed rate base 39 

and/or revenue requirement? 40 

A. Yes.   41 

 I recommend a decrease in ComEd‟s proposed rate base of $4.1 million.  42 

This adjustment relates to ComEd‟s investment tracking number (“ITN”) 43 

37977, and is reflected in ICC Staff Ex. 1.0, Schedule 1.11. 44 
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 I also recommend an adjustment to the depreciation and regulatory asset 45 

amounts associated with meters that ComEd has taken out of service in 46 

conjunction with Rider AMP and its Advanced Metering Infrastructure (“AMI”) 47 

pilot.  My recommendation is reflected in ICC Staff Ex. 4.0, Schedules 4.07 48 

and 4.08 respectively. 49 

1. Distribution Plant Investments  50 

Q. What information did ComEd include in its rate case filing about its 51 

distribution plant investments made since its last rate case? 52 

A. Section 285.6100 of 83 Illinois Administrative Code 285 (“Section 285.6100”) 53 

requires utilities that are requesting a rate increase to file Schedule F-4, which 54 

provides specific information about individual (ComEd uses the term “unique”) 55 

plant investments made since its most recent rate case that exceed a specified 56 

cost.  Based upon criteria contained in Section 285.6100, the Schedule F-4 that 57 

ComEd filed included unique distribution plant investments with costs that 58 

exceeded $8.6 million.1  Staff witness Elsaid discusses her review of certain 59 

investments that ComEd included in Schedule F-4 in ICC Staff Ex. 7.0. 60 

Q. Does ComEd also propose to include in its rate base any distribution plant 61 

investments not included in its Schedule F-4? 62 

A. Yes.  ComEd‟s Schedule F-4 listed eight unique projects totaling approximately 63 

$91 million, or only about 4% of the $2.1 billion investment in distribution plant 64 

that ComEd stated it will have added between June 30, 2008 and June 30, 65 

2011.2  Since a review of the projects that ComEd listed on Schedule F-4 would 66 

                                            
1
 ComEd Ex. 9.0, lines 246-254. 

2
 ComEd Ex. 8.0 Rev., lines 698-703. 
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not necessarily provide a comprehensive picture of ComEd‟s overall investment 67 

in distribution plant additions since its last rate case, I reviewed information about 68 

ComEd‟s thirty next costly unique projects not included on Schedule F-4.  69 

ComEd‟s investment for these additional projects equated to approximately $143 70 

million.  When combined with ComEd‟s investment in Schedule F-4 projects, the 71 

resulting investment in unique projects equates to approximately $234 million, or 72 

11% of ComEd‟s $2.1 billion claimed distribution plant investment.  Given the 73 

time constraints associated with this proceeding, I believe Staff‟s review is 74 

reasonable and provides a general indication of the nature of ComEd‟s 75 

distribution plant investments associated with unique projects that it proposes to 76 

add to rate base in this proceeding. 77 

Q. Will you summarize the 30 unique projects that you reviewed? 78 

A. Yes.  The following is a general description: 79 

 Thirteen of the projects increased the capacity of ComEd‟s distribution 80 

facilities so that ComEd could continue to supply customers.   81 

 Ten of the projects related to new business: installing facilities required to 82 

meet the electrical needs of new or remodeled buildings. 83 

 Two projects involved replacing aging facilities to improve reliability. 84 

 Two projects related to storm recovery. 85 

 One project replaced cables that failed as a result of human error. 86 

 One project replaced a work management software system. 87 

 One project re-designed ComEd‟s web site. 88 
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Q. How did you determine whether to recommend a disallowance for the 89 

projects that you reviewed? 90 

Section 9-211 of the Public Utilities Act (“Act”) states: 91 

The Commission, in any determination of rates or charges, shall 92 
include in a utility's rate base only the value of such investment 93 
which is both prudently incurred and used and useful in providing 94 
service to public utility customers.  95 

Although I am not an attorney, Section 9-211 of the Act indicates to me that a 96 

review of ComEd‟s investments in unique projects should include a determination 97 

on whether the investments were prudently incurred, and are used and useful in 98 

providing service to customers. 99 

Q. What criteria did you use to determine if the specific project investment 100 

was prudent and used and useful? 101 

A. The Commission has defined prudence as:  102 

[…] that standard of care which a reasonable person would be 103 
expected to exercise under the circumstances encountered by 104 
utility management at the time decisions had to be made. In 105 
determining whether or not a judgment was prudently made, only 106 
those facts available at the time the judgment was exercised can be 107 
considered. Hindsight review is impermissible. Imprudence cannot 108 
be sustained by substituting one‟s judgment for that of another. The 109 
prudence standard recognizes that reasonable persons can have 110 
honest differences of opinion without one or the other necessarily 111 
being „imprudent‟. (Order, Docket No. 84-0395, October 7, 1987, 112 
page 17) 113 

Section 9-212 of the Act provides a further explanation of “prudent” as it pertains 114 

to investments in additions to a utility‟s existing plant, such as a new electric 115 

utility generating plant or gas production facility.  Section 9-212 of the Act states, 116 

in part:  117 

. . . For purposes of this Section, "prudent" means that at the time 118 
of certification, initiation of construction and each subsequent 119 
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evaluation of any construction project until the time of completion, 120 
based on the evidence introduced in any hearings and all 121 
information which was known or should have been known at the 122 
time, and relevant planning and certification criteria, it was prudent 123 
and reasonable to conclude that the generating or production 124 
facility would be used and useful in providing service to customers 125 
at the time of completion. . . 126 

Later in Section 9-212 of the Act, “used and useful” is explained as follows:  127 

. . . A generation or production facility is used and useful only if, and 128 
only to the extent that, it is necessary to meet customer demand or 129 
economically beneficial in meeting such demand. No generation or 130 
production facility shall be found used and useful until and unless it 131 
is capable of generation or production at significant operating levels 132 
on a consistent and sustainable basis. . .  133 

Based upon these definitions and explanations of “prudent” and “used and 134 

useful” provided by the Commission and the Act, I reasoned that ComEd‟s 135 

unique project investments could be considered prudent if the utility, before and 136 

during the time of its investment, reasonably could have expected that the 137 

investment would be “used and useful” once the project was completed and the 138 

investment concluded.  In order for an investment in plant to be “used and 139 

useful,” the plant must be necessary to provide service to customers or must be 140 

economically beneficial to customers.  For projects that I reviewed, I attempted to 141 

learn why ComEd believed that it needed the capital addition, and why ComEd 142 

believed the plant addition that it invested in was the best alternative to satisfy 143 

the need.  Finally, based upon the date ComEd expected the project to be 144 

completed, I formed an opinion regarding whether the project could be 145 

considered used and useful to serve customers within 12 months of ComEd‟s 146 

filing date.3  147 

                                            
3
 83 Ill. Adm. Code Section 287.40. 
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Q. Based upon your review, do you recommend that the Commission disallow 148 

any of ComEd’s distribution plant investments that ComEd included as 149 

unique projects? 150 

A. Yes.  My review led me to recommend that the Commission disallow ComEd‟s 151 

$4,065,248 distribution plant investment associated with its Investment Tracking 152 

Number (ITN) # 37977.  In addition, as a result of my review of ComEd‟s 30 most 153 

costly projects not included on Schedule F-4, I determined that the Commission 154 

should disallow ComEd‟s investment associated with ITN # 32492; however, I 155 

have learned that disallowance is already included in an adjustment proposed by 156 

Staff witness Ebrey. 157 

ITN # 37977   158 

Q. Why do you recommend a disallowance for ComEd’s investment 159 

associated with ITN # 37977? 160 

A. ComEd‟s investment in ITN # 37977 consisted of costs to repair a 138 kV cable 161 

failure.  Based upon the available information preceding the 138 kV cable failure, 162 

I believe ComEd could and should have taken steps to prevent the failure.  It is 163 

my position that ComEd had ample information and ample time prior to the failure 164 

to prevent the failure from occurring, so that this investment should not have 165 

been required in the first place.   166 

Q. What are the circumstances that caused ComEd to invest in this unique 167 

project? 168 

A. ***BEGIN CONF xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  169 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 170 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 171 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  172 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 173 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 174 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  175 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 176 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 177 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 178 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 179 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 180 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 181 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 182 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 183 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 184 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 185 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 186 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 187 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 188 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 189 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 190 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.4 ***END CONF 191 

                                            
4
 ComEd‟s identified its Event Investigation Report AR105822 as a confidential attachment to its response 

to Staff data request GER 7.06. 
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Q. Do you have any additional remarks relating to ComEd’s event 192 

investigation? 193 

A.  Yes.  With its Event Investigation Report AR105822, ComEd did an excellent job 194 

describing the events that led to the 138 kV cable failure and the well-reasoned 195 

steps ComEd has taken since that failure to minimize the likelihood that a similar 196 

event occurs on its system.  I commend ComEd for the event investigation it 197 

conducted.  My opinion regarding ComEd‟s Event Investigation Report 198 

AR105822 does not imply, however, that ComEd should recover from ratepayers 199 

its $4.1 million cost to repair an installation that failed after being in service only 200 

two years: a failure that ComEd should and could have easily prevented.  For 201 

that reason I recommend that the Commission disallow ComEd‟s investment 202 

associated with ITN # 37977 from ComEd‟s proposed rate base.  ICC Staff Ex. 203 

1.0, Schedule 1.11 reflects this adjustment. 204 

ITN # 32492 205 

Q. Do you recommend that the Commission disallow ComEd’s investment in 206 

any of ComEd’s other unique projects that you reviewed?  207 

A. Yes.  ComEd indicated that the date it will place its investment associated with 208 

ITN # 32492 in service has slipped, so that ComEd no longer expects to place 209 

this unique project in service within 12 months of ComEd‟s filing date.5  210 

Previously ComEd indicated that it expected to place this project in service prior 211 

to June 30, 2011, so it included the investment as a pro forma adjustment to rate 212 

base.  Staff witness Ebrey has already included a disallowance associated with 213 

ITN #32492, along with several of ComEd‟s other unique projects with revised 214 

                                            
5
 ComEd‟s response to Staff data request GER 7.04 (PUBLIC) is included as Attachment A. 
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completion dates, in ICC Staff Ex. 1.0, Schedule 1.08.  I mention this project here 215 

only because it was one of the 30 unique projects that I reviewed.   216 

Q. Previously, you indicated that your review of ComEd’s distribution plant 217 

investments included several of ComEd’s unique projects.  Does ComEd 218 

also propose to include other types of distribution plant investments in its 219 

rate base? 220 

A. Yes.  ComEd witness McMahon explains that ComEd‟s distribution system 221 

investments are made through either unique projects or blanket programs.  222 

Generally, ComEd‟s unique projects are one-time capital investments with project 223 

costs greater than $100,000.  Examples of unique projects include new 224 

substations, replacement of equipment, or the implementation of new technology.  225 

According to Mr. McMahon, ComEd establishes blanket programs for “recurrent 226 

and relatively low individual cost tasks.”  Mr. McMahon indicates that the majority 227 

(approximately 55%) of ComEd‟s investments in plant during the period July of 228 

2008 to the end of 2009 were made under blanket programs.6     229 

Q. Did you review ComEd’s investments in blanket programs? 230 

A.  No.  My understanding, based upon Mr. McMahon‟s testimony referenced above, 231 

is that ComEd does not track expenditures within blanket programs by individual 232 

project location, but rather uses each blanket program to collect expenditures 233 

related to a common type of work: for example, installing underground or 234 

overhead electric services.  Therefore, a single blanket program may be 235 

associated with investments in a multitude of locations, and the level of 236 

investment and quantity of work in each blanket program can vary significantly 237 

                                            
6
 ComEd Ex. 9.0, lines 111-131. 
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over time and by location.  In ICC Staff Ex. 1.0, Staff witness Ebrey‟s discussion 238 

of pro forma adjustments pertains to both unique projects and ComEd‟s 239 

budgeted blanket program expenditures. 240 

2. ComEd’s proposed tariffs 241 

Q. Would you please describe your review of ComEd’s proposed tariff sheets? 242 

 A. Yes.  At the request of Rates Department Staff, I reviewed the following tariff 243 

sheets that ComEd submitted with its filing: 244 

 Rate MSPS (Sheet No. 100) 245 

 General Terms and Conditions (Sheets 152, 155, 165, 169, 187, 188, 189, 246 

192, and 195) 247 

 Rider ML (Sheet 273) 248 

 Rider QSW (Sheet 306) 249 

In addition, I reviewed ComEd‟s Distribution Loss Study, provided in ComEd Ex. 250 

8.3 Revised.  It is my understanding that ComEd used its Distribution Loss Study 251 

to develop its proposed Distribution Loss Factors, provided in ComEd Ex. 16.19 252 

Revised.  It is my further understanding that ComEd‟s Rate BESH and Rate RDS 253 

both utilize these loss factors.7   254 

My purpose in reviewing ComEd‟s proposed tariff sheets was to determine 255 

whether ComEd‟s tariffs included reasonable terms and conditions, could be 256 

implemented in a practical manner, and whether they contained any ambiguous 257 

language.   258 

                                            
7
 ComEd Ex. 16.24, 3

rd
 Revised Sheet No. 34, and 1

st
 Revised Sheet No. 75. 
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Q. As a result of your review, do you recommend that ComEd make any 259 

changes to its proposed tariffs or to its Distribution Loss Study? 260 

A. Yes, I recommend the changes below:   261 

 ComEd should amend its proposed language describing Rate MSPS 262 

equipment removal charges on 1st Revised Sheet No. 100 to eliminate 263 

ambiguity. 264 

 ComEd should amend its proposed language on 1st Revised Sheet No. 169 265 

within its General Terms and Conditions  to provide a grandfather provision 266 

for existing single-phase customers who ComEd would supply with three-267 

phase based upon its proposed language. 268 

 ComEd should modify its requirements associated with provision of 269 

Residential Service Stations, as included on 1st Revised Sheet No. 165 within 270 

its General Terms and Conditions, so that residential customers are not 271 

required to furnish, install, own, operate, replace, and maintain poles on 272 

which ComEd installs its primary conductor and transformers. 273 

 ComEd should make changes to its distribution loss study, which would likely 274 

affect the distribution loss factors associated with Rate RDS.   275 

Rate MSPS 276 

Q. What concern do you have regarding ComEd’s proposed Rate MSPS? 277 

A. I am concerned that the pricing shown on ComEd‟s proposed 1st Revised Sheet 278 

No. 100 could be misinterpreted by ComEd‟s employees, its customers, and 279 

meter service providers (“MSPs”).8  My objection relates to the manner ComEd 280 

                                            
8
 ComEd‟s proposed ILL. C. C. No. 10, 1

st
 Revised Sheet No. 100, included in ComEd Ex. 16.21 Revised, 

is included as Attachment B. 
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presents the prices on the tariff sheet.  I believe the pricing shown could be easily 281 

misinterpreted, resulting in erroneous charges. 282 

Q. What causes you to believe the prices on 1st Revised Sheet No. 100 could 283 

be misinterpreted? 284 

A. The sentence on the top of 1st Revised Sheet No. 100 states, in relevant part: 285 

...the following metering equipment removal charges are applicable 286 
to the MSP for each visit made to such retail customer‟s premises. 287 

ComEd‟s 1st Revised Sheet No. 100 then provides a list of various types of 288 

metering equipment with two charges that could apply for the removal of each 289 

equipment type: a higher price for the first removal of each equipment type, and 290 

a lower price for each additional removal.  As a specific example, a plain reading 291 

of ComEd‟s proposed language included in Attachment B would seem to indicate 292 

that, if ComEd removed one meter and one set of current transformers during a 293 

single visit, ComEd would charge the MSP $279.15: $138.86 for the removal of 294 

the first transformer rated meter, plus $140.29 for its removal of the first set of 295 

current transformers.  But that interpretation of pricing shown on 1st Revised 296 

Sheet No. 100 would result in a charge that is $71.58 too high.  ComEd intends 297 

that its employees charge the higher price for only one equipment type per visit.  298 

Therefore, the correct charge in the example above would be $207.57: $138.86 299 

for removal of the first transformer rated meter, and $68.71 for removal of current 300 

transformers during the same visit.9  The higher price listed on 1st Revised Sheet 301 

No. 100 includes 30 minutes travel to the customer‟s premise, and ComEd‟s 302 

                                            
9
 ComEd‟s response to Staff data request 3.01(d) is included as Attachment C. 
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employees who remove multiple types of equipment during one visit would only 303 

be traveling once.10   304 

Q. How do you recommend ComEd amend its tariff language to eliminate 305 

potential confusion about pricing for metering equipment removal? 306 

A. I recommend ComEd add the following clarification note, or something similar, to 307 

1st Revised Sheet No. 100: 308 

Note:  The higher of the two costs shown for each equipment type 309 
includes the average travel cost for ComEd‟s personnel.  If ComEd 310 
removes more than one type of metering equipment during a single 311 
visit, ComEd will charge only one instance of the higher prices 312 
shown.  For example, if ComEd removes both a transformer-rated 313 
meter and a set of current transformers on a single visit, the higher 314 
charge for removing the meter and the lower charge for removing 315 
the set of current transformers would apply. 316 

Provision of 3-phase service 317 

Q. What change regarding three-phase service does ComEd propose with 1st 318 

Revised Sheet No. 169 of its Standards and Qualification for Electric 319 

Service that causes you concern? 320 

A. Previously, ComEd made three-phase service standard in situations in which a 321 

retail customer has a single motor with a rated capacity in excess of five (5) 322 

horsepower.  With its proposed change, ComEd makes three-phase service 323 

standard in situations in which a retail customer has a single motor with a rated 324 

capacity of at least five (5) horsepower.11  With its proposed change, ComEd is 325 

changing the standard service for customers with a five (5) horsepower motor 326 

from single-phase to 3-phase.  I do not object that ComEd makes this change for 327 

                                            
10

 Page 1 of 4, ComEd‟s Workpapers to ComEd Ex. 16.12 Revised, is included as Attachment D. 
11

 ComEd Ex. 16.22 Revised: ComEd‟s proposed ILL. C. C. No. 10, 1
st
 Revised Sheet No. 169, is 

included as Attachment E. 
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new customers that have not yet invested in motors and associated electrical 328 

entrance equipment.  I believe, however, that ComEd should amend 1st Revised 329 

Sheet 169 to include a “grandfather provision” that states ComEd will not require 330 

existing single-phase customers with single-phase five (5) horsepower motors to 331 

convert their electrical entrance equipment to receive 3-phase.    332 

Q. Have you previously requested that ComEd amend its proposed language 333 

regarding 3-phase service to include a grandfather provision? 334 

A. Yes.  In response to Staff data request GER 3.04(b), ComEd indicated that it 335 

believes its proposed language allowing ComEd, at its discretion, to supply 336 

customers who operate five (5) horsepower motors with single-phase secondary 337 

service, adequately covers this issue.12  It does not.  The language to which 338 

ComEd refers provides that ComEd can supply five (5) horsepower motors at 339 

either single-phase or three phase at its discretion, but it does not provide any 340 

protection for existing single-phase customers with single-phase five (5) 341 

horsepower motors.  Therefore, I continue to recommend that ComEd amend 342 

Sheet 169 with a grandfather provision similar to the following: 343 

ComEd will not require existing single-phase customers with single-344 
phase five (5) horsepower motors connected to ComEd‟s 345 
secondary system prior to July 1, 2011, to convert to three-phase 346 
service. 347 

Alternatively, ComEd should eliminate its proposed modification regarding 348 

five (5) horsepower motors.  349 

Residential Service Stations 350 

                                            
12

 ComEd‟s response to Staff data request GER 3.04(b) is included as Attachment F. 
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Q. What aspect of ComEd’s requirements for providing overhead service to 351 

residential customers, included on ComEd’s proposed 1st Revised Sheet 352 

No. 165, concerns you? 353 

A. If, to receive electric service, a ComEd residential customer needs or requests a 354 

pole-mounted transformer on private property, ComEd requires that the 355 

residential customer provide, set, and maintain the pole to ComEd‟s 356 

specification.  ComEd refers to the pole and transformer installations as a 357 

Residential Service Station.  If a residential customer requires more than one 358 

span of overhead primary conductor on private property in order to supply the 359 

Residential Service Station, then ComEd requires the customer to provide and 360 

install the additional poles and wire on private property (except for the first 150 361 

feet).13  Note that for these installations on residential private property ComEd‟s 362 

electric meter would be located on the house or a metering pole, just as it is in 363 

situations where the ComEd service line to the house is shorter than 150 feet.   364 

Q. Why do you have concerns about ComEd’s requirement that its residential 365 

customers provide, install, and maintain primary facilities on private 366 

property? 367 

A. First, it is unlikely that residential customers seeking electric service own 368 

equipment that can be used for transporting and installing poles, so the customer 369 

must hire a contractor to install facilities that ComEd installs routinely.  Second, 370 

distribution systems require maintenance, since poles and pole-mounted 371 

equipment deteriorate over time.  At some point in time (likely 30 to 60 years 372 

after the initial installation), the primary conductor and/or ComEd‟s transformer 373 

                                            
13

 ComEd‟s response to Staff data request GER 3.03(c)(ii) is included as Attachment G. 
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mounted to the poles located on private property will need to be transferred to 374 

new poles, and ComEd‟s handing over of ownership and maintenance 375 

responsibility of primary wire and poles to its residential customers has the 376 

potential of causing, at best, an unnecessary and contentious coordination 377 

problem, and at worst, a serious safety and reliability problem.  Residential 378 

customers typically have no knowledge about operating and maintaining a 379 

primary distribution system, and I believe it is doubtful that ComEd‟s inspectors 380 

will thoroughly monitor the condition of facilities that ComEd does not own.  Tree 381 

trimming, loose hardware, deteriorated cross arms and poles, guying, and 382 

National Electrical Safety Code (NESC) violations are some examples of topics 383 

that the residential customer will need to become familiar with if they hope to 384 

operate a distribution pole line in a safe manner, and I find it hard to believe most 385 

will do so.  I do not find it to be a reasonable expectation that residential 386 

customers should own, operate, and maintain what is in essence an extension of 387 

ComEd‟s 12,000 volt electric distribution system. 388 

Q. With 1st Revised Sheet No. 165, does ComEd propose requirements that 389 

constitute a change to its existing practice regarding residential service 390 

stations? 391 

A. ComEd indicated it does not.  ComEd informed me through its response to my 392 

data request that its existing practice of requiring residential customers to own, 393 

install, and maintain poles and primary facilities has been in existence for many 394 

years.14  However, in this proceeding ComEd is proposing to modify its tariff to 395 

specifically state that residential customers are responsible for the poles 396 

                                            
14

 ComEd‟s response to Staff data request GER 3.03(c)(i) is included as Attachment G. 
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associated with a Residential Service Station, and that new proposed language 397 

is what brought ComEd‟s existing practice to my attention.15   398 

Q. ComEd’s proposed 1st Revised Sheet No. 165 also indicates that residential 399 

customers are responsible for other types of facilities that might constitute 400 

a Residential Service Station.  Do you also object to that requirement? 401 

A. No.  It makes sense that customers would provide the other items listed if they 402 

are to house ComEd‟s transformer(s): concrete foundations, fences, structures, 403 

fireproof enclosures, ventilation, lighting, barriers, locks, drainage facilities, sump 404 

pumps, and any other required facilities.  If the placement of ComEd‟s 405 

transformer were to be in a specially designed vault or other non-standard 406 

surface or underground enclosure, ComEd should not be expected to maintain 407 

those special features on the residential customer‟s property.  However, installing 408 

a transformer on a distribution pole and supplying the transformer with overhead 409 

primary wire is not indicative of a unique or unusual installation.  ComEd owns 410 

and maintains thousands of primary lines and distribution poles with transformers 411 

throughout its system as part of its normal operations. 412 

Q. What is your recommendation regarding primary lines and pole-mounted 413 

transformers located on a residential customer’s private property? 414 

A. I believe ComEd‟s practice of limiting its free installations to 150 feet of primary 415 

wire with no poles on private property is reasonable.  However, ComEd should 416 

provide customers the option to pay ComEd to install the remaining poles and 417 

primary wire to the location of the Residential Service Station, especially 418 

including the pole on which ComEd‟s transformer is to be mounted.  After all, 419 
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 ComEd Ex. 16.22 Rev., ComEd‟s proposed 1
st
 Revised Sheet No. 165, is included as Attachment H. 
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regardless of whether the customer pays ComEd to install the line and poles on 420 

private property, or whether ComEd requires the customer to install the primary 421 

conductor and poles on private property, the customer would be paying for 422 

primary conductor and supporting poles per ComEd‟s specifications. 423 

Q. If some residential customers install the poles and wire themselves and 424 

others pay ComEd to install the poles and wire, will there be confusion 425 

regarding facility ownership? 426 

A. There need not be.  Since ComEd requires that the residential customer install 427 

the pole and wire on private property to its specifications, there should be no 428 

difference in the installations regardless of whether ComEd or the customer‟s 429 

contractor constructs the facilities.  Either way, ComEd should assume 430 

ownership of these primary distribution facilities that supply residential 431 

customers.  With ComEd assuming responsibility for the ongoing maintenance of 432 

those facilities, residential customers would no longer be unrealistically expected 433 

to take on high voltage maintenance duties, such as trimming trees near 434 

energized primary conductors, or tightening loose hardware supporting energized 435 

primary conductors, or replacing deteriorated cross arms and poles, or repairing 436 

ineffective guying, or knowing and keeping abreast of changes in rules contained 437 

in the National Electrical Safety Code (NESC).   438 

Q. Would the change to ComEd ownership that you propose cause confusion 439 

for customers moving to ComEd’s service territory from a different utility? 440 

A. No.  I believe it would be far less confusing than ComEd‟s current practice.  I 441 

know of no other electric utility in Illinois that requires residential customers to 442 
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own and maintain overhead primary pole lines in the manner ComEd proposes.  443 

Furthermore, residential customers who move into existing rural residences that 444 

have a pre-existing Residential Service Station on the premise are unlikely to 445 

realize that they also just purchased a mini electric distribution system that they 446 

must maintain.  As an additional point, ComEd undoubtedly already owns pole 447 

lines on residential private property that pre-date its current Residential Service 448 

Station policy.  I believe it is far more confusing for customers, and ComEd‟s 449 

employees, to have customers own some of the distribution lines on private 450 

property, and ComEd to own others.  My recommendation is that ComEd should 451 

own these primary lines.  I request that ComEd explain in its rebuttal testimony 452 

how assuming such ownership would affect its distribution operations and 453 

maintenance costs. 454 

Distribution Loss Study 455 

Q. What is the purpose of ComEd’s distribution loss study? 456 

A. ComEd performed its distribution loss study, described in ComEd Ex. 8.3 457 

Revised, in order to quantify and allocate the energy lost when supplying 458 

customers with its distribution system.  ComEd determined its losses at the time 459 

of system peak, and then estimated the distribution losses that likely occurred on 460 

its distribution system during each hour.   Based upon the load patterns of a 461 

sample of customers from each customer class, ComEd allocated its distribution 462 

losses to each customer class based upon the typical customer class load during 463 

various hours of the day and the typical distribution facilities used to supply 464 

members of each customer class.  Upon study completion, ComEd assigned 465 
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each customer class a corresponding “distribution loss factor.”  This factor 466 

represents the percentage of the total electric energy procured by ComEd for 467 

each class that was lost on, or consumed by, ComEd‟s distribution system during 468 

the course of delivering the electricity to customers. 469 

Q. What types of energy losses did ComEd include in its distribution loss 470 

study? 471 

A. ComEd included energy losses associated with current flowing over a resistance 472 

(for example, conductors of various voltages) and energy losses associated with 473 

certain energized equipment, such as transformers.16  It is appropriate that 474 

ComEd included both types of losses, since both types exist on any distribution 475 

system.  476 

Q. What are your recommendations regarding ComEd’s distribution loss 477 

study? 478 

A. There are three aspects of ComEd‟s distribution loss study that I believe ComEd 479 

should modify so that the results of its study better represent the losses that 480 

actually occurred on its distribution system during the test year.  My concerns 481 

about ComEd‟s Distribution Loss Study relate to the following three facts: 482 

 The results of ComEd‟s Distribution Loss Study depend upon an outdated 483 

transmission loss study. 484 

 The Distribution Loss Study that ComEd provided assumes no losses in the 485 

services of certain customer classes, even though losses would be 486 

associated with those services. 487 
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 ComEd‟s description of “Loss Model” and “Element Loss Calculation” within ComEd Ex. 8.3 Revised, 
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 ComEd‟s Distribution Loss Study inappropriately allocated losses that occur 488 

during its system peak to ComEd‟s Dusk to Dawn Lighting Customers, who 489 

were not consuming energy and therefore not contributing to ComEd‟s 490 

distribution losses at the time of the system peak.  491 

Transmission Loss Study 492 

Q. How do the results of ComEd’s transmission loss study affect the results 493 

of its distribution loss study? 494 

A. Any increase or decrease in ComEd‟s transmission losses would have an equal 495 

and opposite effect on its distribution losses.  ComEd states:  496 

 Distribution losses are determined by subtracting energy delivered 497 
to retail and wholesale customers plus transmission losses from 498 
ComEd Zone Load.  The ComEd Zone Load is the summation of 499 
the net output of all generators within the ComEd Zone plus 500 
transmission interchange.17 501 

Q What specific concerns do you have about the transmission loss study that 502 

ComEd used when calculating distribution losses? 503 

A. ComEd stated it used a transmission loss study prepared in September 27, 1999, 504 

to assign losses attributed to its transmission system.18  My concern with 505 

ComEd‟s use of an eleven-year old transmission loss study is two-fold:  first, 506 

ComEd has modified its transmission system in the Chicago area in several ways 507 

that might affect transmission losses,19 and second, ComEd joined PJM in 2003 508 

and PJM began operating ComEd‟s transmission system in 2004.  Transmission 509 

flows during the test year, and losses on ComEd‟s transmission facilities 510 
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 ComEd Ex. 8.3 Revised, page 2, “Summary.” 
18

 ComEd‟s response to Staff data request GER 4.07(b) is included as Attachment I. 
19

 For example, ComEd received Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity to build new 
transmission facilities in Docket 01-0513, Docket 01-0514, Docket 01-0833, and Docket 05-0188.  This is 
not an exhaustive list, but only a few examples to demonstrate that ComEd‟s transmission system has 
changed since 1999. 
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associated with those flows, could have been substantially different than they 511 

were before PJM began operating ComEd‟s transmission system.   512 

Q. What is your recommendation regarding ComEd’s transmission loss 513 

study? 514 

A. I recommend that ComEd utilize an up to date transmission loss study: certainly 515 

a study that better represents the operation of its system since constructing 516 

transmission projects that could affect the flow of bulk power, and a study that 517 

reflects power flows since ComEd joined PJM.  To be clear, I do not know 518 

whether ComEd‟s transmission system modifications and its joining PJM, 519 

increased, decreased, or had little effect on ComEd‟s transmission losses when 520 

compared to 1999.  Regardless of the effect, though, if ComEd utilized a 521 

transmission loss study that more accurately reflects its transmission system as it 522 

existed during the test year, then its distribution loss study would more accurately 523 

represent actual distribution system losses. 524 

Losses in Services  525 

Q. Will you further explain your second concern associated with ComEd’s 526 

distribution loss study relating to ComEd’s assumed losses in services? 527 

A. ComEd‟s study assumes that customers in the 100-400 kW rate class and the 528 

400-1000 kW rate class have no energy losses in the services that supply 529 

them.20  When electric current flows through a conductor, the power lost in that 530 

conductor is the square of the current times the resistance of the conductor (I2 * 531 

R).  Therefore losses associated with any conductor, regardless of the customer 532 
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 ComEd Ex. 8.3 Rev., Row #19 of Appendix C.  Appendix C of ComEd Ex. 8.3 Rev. is included as 
Attachment J. 
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being served, depend upon both the level of current through the conductor and 533 

the resistance of the conductor.  ComEd‟s rationale for assuming that no losses 534 

occur on services to members of the 100-400 KW and 400-1000 kW customer 535 

classes appears to be that, because secondary facilities are seldom used for 536 

these customers and services are typically short and of larger conductor size, 537 

there is little resistance in the service conductor.21  ComEd is correct that the 538 

resistance of service conductors tends to be lower for larger customers due to 539 

the size of the conductor typically installed, but it is not zero.  As long as a 540 

customer is served with a service conductor that has a resistance that is greater 541 

than zero, which all service conductors have, and as long as current flows in that 542 

conductor, there will be losses.  Though resistance is typically low in services to 543 

larger customer, losses are proportional to the square of the current flow, and 544 

current flow to larger customers is high: much higher than what exists in services 545 

to customers in some other customer classes, such as residential or 0-100 kW 546 

customer classes.     547 

Q. What is your recommendation regarding losses attributable to services 548 

within ComEd’s distribution loss study? 549 

A. ComEd should modify its study to include losses in services to customers in all 550 

classes that are supplied with services.  For example, many 100-400 kW and 551 

400-1000 kW class customers, including grocery stores or department stores, 552 

are supplied with service conductors that run through underground conduit from 553 

transformers that are set on concrete pads.  Presently, the “System Data” tab to 554 

ComEd‟s work paper to ComEd Ex. 20.1 shows that 0% of the load to customers 555 
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 ComEd‟s response to Staff data request GER 4.13 is included as Attachment K. 
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in the 100-400 kW and 400-1000 kW classes passes through secondary and 556 

service conductors.  I recommend that ComEd change these values from 0% to 557 

50% and 40% for the 100-400 kW class and 400-1000 kW class, respectively.  558 

These values would, in my opinion, strike a reasonable balance between the 559 

reality that these customers do not typically utilize ComEd‟s secondary systems, 560 

and the reality that the current that does flow on the services to these customers 561 

is typically large, so some losses are present.  The 50% and 40% values I 562 

mentioned above seem to me to be reasonable values for the reasons I have 563 

stated.  However, I would consider alternative non-zero percentages to represent 564 

losses in the services to members of the 100-400 kW and 400-1000 kW classes 565 

if a reasonable argument were to be presented for those alternative values. 566 

Allocation of Distribution Losses  567 

Q. What is your concern associated with ComEd’s allocation of losses in its 568 

distribution loss study? 569 

A. When developing its distribution loss factors for each customer class, ComEd 570 

determined that 216 MW of losses during peak were unaccounted for.  571 

Therefore, ComEd allocated the 216 MW to all customer classes so that its 572 

allocated distribution losses would match the pre-determined value for total 573 

distribution losses obtained by subtracting customer loads and transmission 574 

losses from ComEd Zone load at peak.  However, since dusk-to-dawn lightning 575 

class customers did not use any energy during the afternoon system peak, it 576 

would not be appropriate for ComEd to allocate additional losses at peak to that 577 

customer group.  Therefore, I recommend that ComEd exclude the dusk-to-dawn 578 
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lighting class when it reconciles its values for peak distribution losses.  It is my 579 

understanding that ComEd agrees with my position regarding this issue.22 580 

Q. Would you please summarize your three recommendations regarding 581 

ComEd’s distribution loss study? 582 

A. Yes.  ComEd should utilize an updated transmission loss study for calculating its 583 

total system distribution losses in order to obtain a value that better represents 584 

the actual distribution losses that occurred during the test year.  When allocating 585 

these losses to customer classes, ComEd should modify its assumptions about 586 

losses in services to more accurately model the distribution system that supplies 587 

each customer class.  Finally, if, after completing the above two steps, ComEd 588 

determines it must reconcile the total of its allocated losses with the total 589 

distribution losses it calculated by subtracting customer loads and transmission 590 

losses from the ComEd Zone peak load, it should not include the dusk-to-dawn 591 

lighting class during that re-allocation.  ComEd should then present its revised 592 

distribution loss study along with revised distribution loss factors for use with 593 

Rate RDS. 594 

3. ComEd’s use of Railroad Class Customer Facilities 595 

Q. Would you describe your concern associated with railroad class customer 596 

facilities? 597 

A. Yes.  In order to provide service to some customers, ComEd is using railroad 598 

customer facilities.23  These facilities consist of circuit breakers and bus sections 599 

between those breakers capable of operating at 12,000 volts.  It is my 600 
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 ComEd response to Staff data request GER 1.04(c) is included as Attachment L. 
23

 ComEd Ex. 16.4. 
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understanding that this equipment is located inside the railroads‟ electrical 601 

traction power substations24.  The electrical effect of these railroad facilities is 602 

that the railroads own and operate their own primary voltage automatic throw-603 

over switch connected to two ComEd 12,000 volt primary circuits and can draw 604 

electric power from either of ComEd‟s primary circuits in the event of failure of 605 

the other circuit.  ComEd‟s use of, and dependence on, railroad customer 606 

facilities is likely an unintended consequence of providing this improved reliability 607 

by simultaneously supplying railroad traction power substations from two 608 

distribution circuits.  Nonetheless, the fact that the utility now sometimes depends 609 

upon railroad equipment that it does not own, maintain, or control to supply some 610 

of its other customers is a poor utility practice. 611 

Q.  Did you review the summary that ComEd provided that describes the study 612 

covering ComEd’s use of railroad facilities? 613 

A. Yes.  I understand from ComEd Ex. 16.4 that the study that ComEd and others 614 

conducted included 24 of the 71 railroad traction power substations that ComEd 615 

supplies.  The study results indicated that ComEd routinely utilizes railroad 616 

customer facilities when serving other customers. 617 

Q. How does ComEd use railroad customer equipment to serve other 618 

customers? 619 

A. ComEd connects two 12,000 volt circuits together using the railroad customer‟s 620 

12,000 volt bus and circuit breakers.25  Since the two circuits operate without any 621 

open switches or breaker between them, some of the customers on one side of 622 
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 These substations supply power to operate Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) and Metra electric trains. 
25

 ComEd‟s response to Staff data request GER 2.11 is included as Attachment M. 
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the railroad customer‟s 12,000 volt bus will typically be supplied by the 623 

distribution circuit on the opposite side of the railroad customer‟s 12,000 volt bus.  624 

The laws of physics dictate that, with the two circuits tied together, current will 625 

flow to the load following the path with least resistance.  Unless the railroad‟s 626 

12,000 volt bus happens to be located such that the resistance to the source of 627 

electricity for both distribution circuits is identical, electric current will naturally 628 

flow over the railroad‟s 12,000 volt bus to supply ComEd‟s other customers.  629 

Apparently, the level and location of customer loads on ComEd‟s distribution 630 

circuits have changed over time, because ComEd indicated that in some 631 

situations ComEd actually needs to use the railroad 12,000 volt bus to supply 632 

some of its other customers.  Rather than its use of railroad facilities being an 633 

unintended consequence of simultaneously supplying the railroad with two 634 

sources, in some cases ComEd now willfully depends upon the current flow over 635 

railroad facilities to supply other customers. 636 

Q. Do the railroad class customers benefit from ComEd’s use of the facilities 637 

that the railroads own? 638 

A. No.  ComEd‟s use of the railroad‟s facilities does not benefit the railroad 639 

customers.  However, railroad customers benefit from increased reliability when 640 

ComEd supplies their traction power substations with two distribution circuits.  If 641 

one distribution circuit that supplies the railroad traction power substation fails, 642 

electric supply would continue from the other distribution circuit to keep the 643 

railroad customer supplied with electricity.  The reason current flows all the way 644 

through the railroad traction power substation‟s 12,000 volt bus to supply 645 
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ComEd‟s other customers is that the breakers associated with the 12,000 volt 646 

bus are normally operated in the closed position, causing ComEd‟s two 647 

distribution circuits to be  tied together.  I know of no other circumstance where a 648 

utility knowingly depends upon customer owned, operated, and maintained 649 

distribution equipment as a normal operating practice in order to supply its other 650 

customers. 651 

Q. Does ComEd supply any other customers in the same manner as it 652 

supplies the railroad traction power substations? 653 

A. No, not to my knowledge.  ComEd indicated that it supplies some industrial 654 

customers from two distribution circuits, but in those cases it owns the 12,000 655 

volt bus.26   In addition, ComEd indicated it would normally not install an 656 

arrangement such as exists for the above discussed railroad traction power 657 

substations on ComEd‟s system to supply other customers who request supply 658 

from more than one distribution circuit.27    659 

Q. If ComEd’s existing arrangement is providing a benefit to ComEd and its 660 

other customers, why are you concerned about the arrangement? 661 

A In addition to my belief that it is not good utility practice for ComEd to be 662 

dependent upon facilities it does not own, operate, and maintain in order to 663 

supply its customers, ComEd‟s study illustrated that, for the railroads, the benefit 664 

of getting simultaneous supply from two separate ComEd distribution circuits has 665 

disappeared at several locations.  ComEd‟s study indicated that, for four of the 666 

railroad traction power substations, if one of the two ComEd distribution circuits 667 
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 ComEd‟s response to Staff data request GER 5.04 is included as Attachment N. 
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 ComEd‟s response to Staff data request GER 5.07(c) is included as Attachment O. 
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experienced an interruption during the peak loading period, the remaining circuit 668 

would be incapable of supplying ComEd‟s other customers and the traction 669 

power substation.  Under such circumstances, the railroad traction power 670 

substation would no longer be receiving the intended reliability benefit.  671 

Q. Will you summarize your recommendation regarding ComEd’s use of 672 

railroad equipment? 673 

A. Yes.  ComEd should modify its distribution system to eliminate its existing 674 

practice of utilizing railroad customer facilities to supply other customers. 675 

Regardless of the set of circumstances that led to ComEd‟s looping its 676 

distribution circuits through customer-owned and maintained equipment, ComEd 677 

should initiate steps to eliminate this practice.   678 

 One solution would be for ComEd to ask the railroad to operate its 12,000 volt 679 

bus with one of the breakers open, so that if the normal ComEd supply were 680 

interrupted, supply could automatically be transferred to the alternate circuit.  681 

This configuration would eliminate ComEd‟s use of the railroad‟s facilities to 682 

supply other customers, but still provide the railroad customers with an automatic 683 

throw-over arrangement to two independent distribution circuits.  This is also how 684 

ComEd stated it would supply any future railroad traction power substations, and 685 

I believe this would be the best method to eliminate this issue looking forward.28   686 

Another possible solution would be for ComEd to assume ownership and 687 

maintenance of the 12,000 volt bus and breakers at the railroad traction power 688 
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substations that it is using to supply other customers.  ComEd stated it already 689 

has similar arrangements with some industrial customers.29 690 

Regardless of the solution chosen, it is my opinion that the Commission should 691 

require ComEd to provide a plan to eliminate its current practice of supplying 692 

customers by using railroad customer facilities. 693 

4. ComEd’s Meters Removed in Conjunction with Rider AMP 694 

Q. What aspect of ComEd’s removal of meters in conjunction with Rider AMP 695 

causes you concern? 696 

A. It is my understanding that on September 30, 2009, ComEd fully depreciated the 697 

meters it planned to remove in conjunction with its Advanced Metering 698 

Infrastructure (“AMI”) Pilot program.  ComEd indicated that these 131,000 meters 699 

were placed in a separate depreciation group in order to facilitate accelerated 700 

depreciation provided for by Rider AMP. 30  This arrangement seemed 701 

appropriate since ComEd indicated it would be retiring the meters prior to the end 702 

of their useful life. 31  Though ComEd retired in its books all 131,000 meters 703 

removed in conjunction with Rider AMP, it now appears ComEd actually 704 

physically retired a smaller number of meters.   ComEd indicated that it did not 705 

physically retire meters that it purchased in 2001 and subsequent years, because 706 

those meters could be tested and placed back in service.32  Clearly, meters that 707 

ComEd did not physically retire, but instead kept for re-use, should not be 708 
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 ComEd response to Staff data request 5.04 is included as Attachment N. 
30

 ComEd‟s response to Staff data request GER 6.03 is included as Attachment Q. 
31

 In the Commission proceeding associated with approval of Rider AMP, ComEd stated that it would 
retire single-phase meters removed in conjunction with its AMI pilot. Docket 09-0263, ComEd Ex. 2.0, 
lines 222-229. 
32

 ComEd‟s response to Staff data request GER 6.06 is included as Attachment R. 
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included in the group of meters subject to accelerated depreciation under Rider 709 

AMP, but should instead be depreciated as normal meter assets. 710 

Q. How many meters associated with ComEd’s AMI pilot should be removed 711 

from the group of meters receiving accelerated depreciation, and what is 712 

the value of those meters? 713 

A. ComEd indicated that costs associated with its meters taken out of service as 714 

part of its AMI Pilot are estimates, since it does not keep specific fixed asset 715 

accounting records on each meter.33  Based upon ComEd‟s estimate of meters 716 

removed and ComEd‟s claim that it tests and re-uses meters purchased since 717 

2001, ComEd should transfer 51,203 meters having an initial cost of $4,423,674 718 

out of the group that receives accelerated depreciation.34  Staff Witness Tolsdorf 719 

provides related accounting schedules to transfer these meters out of the group 720 

of meters that receives accelerated depreciation.  Please refer to ICC Staff Ex. 721 

4.0, Schedules 4.07 and 4.08. 722 

5. Additional concerns about ComEd’s Metering Practices 723 

Q. What additional concerns do you have regarding ComEd’s metering 724 

practices? 725 

A. On October 13, 2010, I met a ComEd representative to witness a customer-726 

requested refereed meter test, pursuant to Section 410.190 of the Administrative 727 

Code.  The meter to be tested was located in the basement of a building along 728 

with 19 other electric meters: most of which were ganged together in a common 729 
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 ComEd‟s response to Staff data request GER 6.01 and GER 6.01_Attach1 are included as Attachment 
S. 
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 Attachment S indicates the number and associated initial cost of meters that ComEd purchased since 
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meter panel, as frequently is the case in apartment complexes.35  My concern is 730 

twofold.  First, out of the 20 ComEd meters that were grouped together in the 731 

building‟s basement, 11 had no meter seal installed.  Meter seals are, in 732 

essence, wire clips that lock the meter into the socket, and prevent the meter‟s 733 

removal from going undetected.  While the meter seals that electric utilities use 734 

can be easily cut and removed, they are permanently damaged in the process, 735 

so that their proper use allows utilities to know when and how often meters are 736 

removed by individuals that do not represent the utility.  If ComEd does not keep 737 

its meters sealed, it cannot possibly know whether individuals are removing its 738 

meters, turning them upside down to make them spin backwards, or tampering 739 

with them.  I also have a concern for the safety of the customers who may be 740 

exposing themselves to an electrical hazard by removing and reinstalling meters 741 

without ComEd‟s knowledge. 742 

Q. Do you have other concerns about ComEd’s practices associated with 743 

meters? 744 

A. Yes.  The meter test that I observed was associated with an account for which  745 

ComEd had issued estimated bills for 7 of the 12 billing periods between July of 746 

2009 and June of 2010, including the three consecutive months of December, 747 

January, and February.  The fact that ComEd had not read or observed its 748 

meters during so many months of the year indicates to me that even if ComEd 749 

were to do a better job placing seals on all of its meters, a significant amount of 750 

time might pass before a ComEd‟s employee would become aware that the 751 

meter seal was cut or missing, and investigate whether theft or tampering 752 
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occurred.  Again, there were 20 meters in this basement that would have been 753 

estimated for the same time period. 754 

Q. Do you have recommendations regarding ComEd’s meters? 755 

A. Yes.  ComEd should seal all of its meters in the field.  When ComEd‟s meter 756 

readers find that the seals are cut or removed, ComEd should re-seal the meters.  757 

I have no reason to believe that the un-sealed condition of ComEd‟s meters in 758 

the apartment building I described above was unique, and ComEd likely supplies 759 

thousands of apartment complexes in its service territory in a similar manner.  In 760 

addition to placing seals on its meters where seals are missing or cut, ComEd 761 

should inspect and/or test those meters that it believes may have been tampered 762 

with.  Finally, ComEd should not estimate meter readings for so many months in 763 

a row.  When ComEd submits customer bills that are estimated for several 764 

months in a row, not only might the customer be receiving a bill for electricity that 765 

does not represent the customer‟s actual consumption, but ComEd remains 766 

unaware of potential safety issues, tampering, vandalism, and theft that its meter 767 

readers might identify.   768 

 Finally, I would add that one benefit of the AMI meter is that it can notify the utility 769 

when the meter is removed or tampered with, but ComEd does not utilize AMI 770 

meters throughout its entire service territory.  Until such time that ComEd utilizes 771 

AMI meters system-wide, it should depend upon the proven method of sealing 772 

and reading meters to provide indications of possible theft and tampering.   773 

Q. Do the meter issues you just mentioned affect any specific aspects of this 774 

rate case? 775 
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A. Potentially.  ComEd‟s distribution losses might decrease if ComEd makes a more 776 

concerted effort to consistently secure and read its meters in the field.  This is 777 

because energy theft looks exactly like a distribution loss to the utility, since no 778 

customer receives a bill for the energy.   779 

Q. Does this conclude your prepared direct testimony? 780 

A. Yes.781 
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REQUEST NO. GER 3.01: 
 
Please refer to ILL. C. C. No. 10, 1st Revised Sheet No. 100, included in ComEd Ex. 16.24.  
With this sheet ComEd proposes changes to Rate MSPS -metering equipment removal charges. 
 
a. Please provide ComEd’s calculations of the charges shown on 1st Revised Sheet No. 100 

for removal of: 
 

i. Single Phase Meters  
ii. Three Phase and Transformer-Rated Meters (at or under 500 volts) 
iii. Current Transformers and Potential Transformers 

 
b. Based upon pricing information on this sheet, Staff understands that ComEd is proposing 

to charge the same amount to remove a self-contained three-phase meter as it charges to 
remove a transformer-rated meter (under 500 volts).  Is this understanding correct?  If 
yes, what is ComEd’s rationale for proposing a different charge to remove a self-
contained three phase meter than to remove a self-contained single phase meter? 

 
c. Can the same ComEd employee that removes a transformer-rated meter also remove the 

associated current and/or potential transformers?  If no, please explain. 
 

d. If the rates that ComEd proposes on 1st Revised Sheet No. 100 become effective, what 
will be ComEd’s total charge for removing both a transformer-rated meter (at or under 
500 volts) and associated instrument transformers all during the same visit? 

 
e. If not contained in ComEd’s response to (a), explain the proposed cost difference 

between removal of the first meter, set of instrument transformers, or telephone, and 
removal of each additional unit removed on the same visit. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
ComEd Ex. 16.24 is now ComEd Ex. 16.22 Revised. 
 
a. Please see page 3 of 5 of ComEd Ex. 16.12 Revised which presents supporting details of 

the charges shown on 1st Revised Sheet No. 100 of ComEd 16.22 Revised.  ComEd is 
also providing GER 3.01_Attach 1, which contains the calculations in Excel format.   

 
b. Yes.  ComEd work practices require that an Energy Technician remove a Single Phase 

meter whereas a Senior Energy Technician is required for the removal of a Three Phase 
meter.  The charges are different due to the fact that the wage rates for the employee 
performing the tasks are different. 
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c. Yes, if the transformer rated meter is rated under 500 volts. 

 
d. The appropriate charge would be $207.57 for the removal of an initial transformer rated 

meter ($138.86) and the additional removal of a single unit of associated equipment 
($68.71) during the same visit.  (Please note, “associated equipment” is considered to be 
a Current Transformer, as Potential Transformers are not used for services under 500 
volts.) 
 

e. Please see attached response to subpart (a) above. 
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ICC Dkt. No. 10-0467
GER 3.01_Attach 1

Mtr Eqmt Removal Ex. 16.12 Rev
Work Papers to ComEd Ex. 16.12  Revised

Page 1 of 4

Commonwealth Edison Company
Determination of the Meter Equipment Removal Charges

Type of Equipment Removed Hourly Labor Rate (A) Time in Hours Total

Meters

Single Phase Meters (1)
First Meter (includes 30 minutes of travel time) 125.00$                      0.87 108.75$            
Each Additional Meter 125.00$                      0.37 46.25$              

Three Phase and Transformer-Rated Meters (at or under 500 volts) (2)
First Meter (includes 30 minutes of travel time) 143.15$                      0.97 138.86$            
Each Additional Meter 143.15$                      0.47 67.28$              

Transformer-Rated Meters (over 500 volts) (3)
First Meter (includes 30 minutes of travel time) 150.75$                      0.98 147.74$            
Each Additional Meter 150.75$                      0.48 72.36$              

Instrument Transformers

Current Transformers Only (2)
First set removed (includes 30 minutes of travel time) 143.15$                      0.98 140.29$            
Each Additional Set 143.15$                      0.48 68.71$              

Current Transformers and Potential Transformers (3)
First set removed (includes 30 minutes of travel time) 150.75$                      1.46 220.10$            
Each Additional Set 150.75$                      0.96 144.72$            

Telephones

Cellular Telephones (2)
First Telephone 143.15$                      0.98 140.29$            
Each Additional Telephone 143.15$                      0.48 68.71$              

Notes:

  (A)  See Calculated Labor Rates

(1)  Work conducted by Energy Technician - Field & Meter Services
(2)  Work conducted by Senior Energy Technician - Field & Meter Services
(3)  Work conducted by Primary Meter Servicer - Field & Meter Services
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ICC Docket No. 10-0467 
 

Commonwealth Edison Company’s Response to 
Illinois Commerce Commission (“STAFF”) Data Requests 

GER 3.01 – 3.05  
Date Received:  August 19, 2010 
Date Served: September 9, 2010 

 
REQUEST NO. GER 3.04: 
 
Please refer to ILL. C. C. No. 10 1st Revised Sheet No. 169, included in ComEd Ex. 16.24.  With 
this sheet ComEd proposes to modify terms associated with three-phase secondary service.  Staff 
understands the current language to indicate that ComEd’s standard for supplying individual 
electric motors rated over 5 horsepower is three-phase service, whereas the standard for 
supplying electric motors up to and including 5 horsepower is single-phase service.  The revised 
language that ComEd proposes indicates ComEd’s standard will be to supply motors rated 5 
horsepower or greater with three-phase service. 
 
a. Staff believes that it is likely that within ComEd’s service territory there exists single-

phase customers who have been operating 5 horsepower 3-phase motors using their own 
3-phase converter.  If such a customer requests 3-phase service to replace existing single-
phase service, how would ComEd calculate the customer’s share of costs for any line 
extension that might be required to satisfy the request?  

 
b. Does ComEd plan to require that existing single-phase customers with 5 horsepower 

single-phase motors replace those single-phase motors with 3-phase motors and obtain 3-
phase service?  If yes, please explain ComEd’s rationale for making such a requirement.  
If no, will ComEd amend its proposed Sheet No. 169 to include a “grandfather provision” 
that specifies ComEd will continue supplying existing customers who operate 5 
horsepower single-phase motors with single-phase service, and will not require those 
customers to convert to 3-phase service? 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
ComEd Ex. 16.24 is now ComEd Ex. 16.22 Revised 
 
a. If a customer who receives single-phase service and utilizes a three-phase converter to 

serve a motor of 5 horsepower or greater, requests ComEd to provide three-phase service, 
ComEd would provide any necessary line extension as part of a standard distribution 
facilities installation.  Such a line extension could be subject to a refundable deposit 
under Rider DE – Distribution System Extensions.   

 
b. No.  ComEd does not plan to require customers with existing 5 horsepower single-phase 

motors to replace such motors with three-phase motors.  ComEd will continue to provide 
single-phase service in such instances unless three-phase service is necessary to provide 
adequate service.  Please note that ComEd believes the existing language proposed in 
ILL. C. C. No. 10 1st Revised Sheet No 169 adequately covers such a situation.  That 
language is shown below with bold font emphasis added in the full context of the 
provision in which ComEd proposes to change: 
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“A three-phase nominal secondary service voltage is provided to a retail customer in a 
standard distribution facilities installation for a situation in which such retail customer 
has (a) a single motor with a rated capacity of at least five (5) horsepower, (b) three-
phase electrical equipment with an aggregate of at least ten (10) kWs, excluding lighting, 
domestic ranges, water heaters, welders, and motors smaller than one-half (0.5) 
horsepower, or (c) three-phase motors with an aggregate of at least five (5) horsepower, 
excluding any motor smaller than one-half (0.5) horsepower. However, in certain 
individual situations, a single-phase nominal secondary service voltage is provided 
to a retail customer, as described by item (a), if the retail customer's premises is 
located in an area with sufficient available distribution system capacity, as 
determined by the Company.” 
 
(Bold emphasis added) 
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ICC Docket No. 10-0467 
 

Commonwealth Edison Company’s Response to 
Illinois Commerce Commission (“STAFF”) Data Requests 

GER 3.01 – 3.05  
Date Received:  August 19, 2010 
Date Served:  September 9, 2010 

 
REQUEST NO. GER 3.03: 
 
Please refer to ILL. C. C. No. 10, 1st Revised Sheet No. 165, which is included in ComEd Ex. 
16.24, and to ILL. C. C. No. 10, 2nd Revised Sheet No. 165, which is included in ComEd Ex. 
21.3.  ComEd’s proposed tariff language regarding Residential Service Stations indicates that if a 
residential retail customer has power and energy requirements that preclude the use of ComEd’s 
community facilities, then ComEd will provide a transformation via a residential service station 
on the residential retail customer’s premises.  The proposed tariff indicates that ComEd will 
furnish, install, operate, replace and maintain the transformer and related electrical equipment, 
and that the residential retail customers must furnish, install, own, operate, replace, and maintain 
(a) an acceptable location on its premises for the residential service station, and (b) the poles, 
concrete foundations, fences, structures, fireproof enclosures, ventilation, lighting, barriers, 
locks, drainage facilities, sump pumps, and any other required facilities in accordance with 
applicable electric, safety, and local codes and Company specifications.  
 
a. If a new residential customer wishes to pay ComEd to construct an entire residential 

service station that consists of a transformer on a pole, will ComEd perform the work?  If 
yes, how does ComEd determine its charges for the work? 
 

b. When developing its plans to supply a new residential customer, how does ComEd 
determine whether it will require a residential service station or whether it will upgrade 
existing community facilities so that ComEd can use those community facilities to serve 
the customer? 
 

c. ComEd’s proposed tariff sheet indicates that if ComEd uses a residential service station 
to supply a residential customer with a pole-mounted transformer, then the customer must 
furnish, install, own, operate, replace, and maintain the pole on which ComEd mounts its 
transformer. 
 
i. When did ComEd begin requiring residential customers to furnish, install, own, 

operate, replace, and maintain the poles on which ComEd installs and operates its 
transformers? 

ii Is there a maximum distance that ComEd will extend primary conductors onto 
private property to supply a residential service station?  If yes, what is that 
distance, and how does ComEd designate the change in ownership of primary 
conductor? 

iii How does ComEd know which poles that are located on private property, whether 
or not they support transformers, are customer-owned, and which are ComEd-
owned? 
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iv. If ComEd determines that the customer needs to replace a pole within a 
residential service station, and the customer denies responsibility for the pole, 
what does ComEd do to resolve the disagreement? 

v. If ComEd requires a residential customer to replace the customer-owned pole in a 
residential service station, due to deterioration or other reason, is it ComEd’s 
practice to charge the customer to de-energize its facilities to allow the customer’s 
work to be performed safely, and/or to charge the customer ComEd’s cost to 
transfer ComEd’s transformers and other equipment to the new pole?  If yes, 
please state where these charges are indicated or defined within ComEd’s tariffs 
and explain how ComEd determines the amount to be charged. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
ComEd Ex. 16.24 is now ComEd Ex. 16.22 Revised 
 
a. If a customer requests service from an overhead Residential Service Station (“RSS”), 

ComEd furnishes and installs the required transformer and transformer protection 
(arrester and fused cutout) on the customer-owned pole at the residential premises in the 
provision of an RSS.  ComEd does not install any other facilities at the RSS even if the 
customer offers to pay ComEd for such added facilities.  It is the customer’s 
responsibility to install the pole on which the transformer is mounted or to have such 
work performed by a contractor. 

 
b. The customer may request service from an RSS.  ComEd may also determine that voltage 

and capacity requirements preclude the use of secondary service from community 
facilities.  In either case, an RSS will be provided by ComEd.  For cases in which the 
customer does not request service from an RSS and ComEd determines that the use of 
secondary service from community facilities is appropriate, community facilities will be 
used to provide service to the customer. 

 
c.  i) A check of ComEd files shows that residential customers have been required to 

supply the pole in an RSS since at least 1968.  Please see pp. 1 and 2 of GER 
3.03_Attach 1 which are excerpts from a Schedule 8-R tariff sheet effective in 
1968.  Also on pp. 3 and 4 of GER 3.03_Attach 1 are pages from a ComEd Rule 
Book indicating that this requirement goes back as far as 1955.  ComEd’s Rule 
Book was the bound version of Schedule 8-R that was provided to contractors for 
use in coordinating requests for new service with ComEd.   
 

ii) As stated in ComEd’s General Terms and Conditions (Sheet No. 159), ComEd 
installs a single span of primary voltage wire on to customer property up to a 
maximum of 150 feet. 
 
“For a residential retail customer, the Company furnishes, installs, owns,  
replaces and maintains a single conductor span and required supports   
extending from the Company's overhead primary distribution system to  
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the first point of attachment on private property as a standard primary service 
connection.  Such point is normally located on such residential retail customer's 
premises.  The length of the conductor span making such connection must not 
exceed the length permitted by good engineering practice and Company 
specifications applicable to the voltage level of such connection.  The maximum 
length of a standard primary service connection is 150 feet.” 

 
Customer ownership of the primary conductor is designated on ComEd maps by 
showing customer owned poles as a circle with the letter “C” in the middle.  
Change in ownership occurs at the first such pole on customer property. 

 
iii) ComEd owned poles have a brand on the pole to indicate ComEd ownership, size 

and class of the pole.  Customer owned poles would not have such brand. 
 

iv) ComEd would communicate to the customer that ComEd’s tariffs and long 
standing practice have placed ownership and responsibility for such poles on the 
customer.  If the customer continues to refuse to replace the pole, ComEd would 
provide notice to the customer in accordance with 83 Illinois Administrative Code 
Part 280 that, in the interest of safety, ComEd must disconnect the customer’s 
service until the pole is replaced.  ComEd would also notify the customer that 
once service is disconnected the customer is responsible for paying ComEd the 
applicable costs to relocate ComEd’s equipment to the new pole and notifying 
ComEd when the pole is replaced in order to arrange for ComEd to reconnect 
service.  Upon completing such notice to the customer in accordance with 83 
Illinois Administrative Code Part 280, ComEd would disconnect the customer’s 
service.  Upon receiving notice from the customer that the pole has been replaced 
and payment of applicable charges for ComEd to relocate its transformer 
installation to the new pole, ComEd would arrange to inspect the customer’s pole 
installation and if acceptable ComEd would then relocate the ComEd transformer 
and transformer protective equipment from the old pole to the new pole and 
restore the customer’s service.  
 

v) In accordance with ComEd’s General Terms and Conditions and Rider NS- 
Nonstandard Services and Facilities, ComEd would charge the customer for the 
labor and minor material to de-energize, remove, and install the ComEd 
transformer in an RSS.  Specifically, ComEd’s General Terms and Conditions on 
Sheet 156 provides that: 
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“For a situation in which a retail customer anticipates the need for an alteration to 
or a change in the distribution facilities provided by the Company for such retail 
customer, it is the retail customer's responsibility to notify the Company as far in 
advance of the need for the change as possible so that arrangements can be made 
to facilitate any necessary changes to the Company's distribution facilities.  Any 
relocation, removal, or alteration of distribution facilities provided by the 
Company, as required or requested by the retail customer, is provided in 
accordance with the provisions for providing nonstandard services and 
facilities. For a situation in which there is a change in the retail customer’s 
operation, construction, or property, which in the judgment of the Company 
makes the relocation of the Company's distribution facilities necessary, the 
Company relocates such facilities in accordance with the provisions for 
providing nonstandard services and facilities.”   
 
(Bold emphasis added) 

 
The labor rate charged to do so are based on the labor rates listed in ComEd’s General 
Company Order No. 25 (“GO 25”) and the labor hours and minor material as estimated in 
Passport (ComEd’s cost estimating tool).  GCO 25 is updated periodically and such 
updates are provided to the Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission for informational 
purposes. 
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ICC Docket No. 10-0467 
 

Commonwealth Edison Company’s Response to 
Illinois Commerce Commission (“STAFF”) Data Requests 

GER 4.01 – 4.14 
Date Received:  August 24, 2010 
Date Served:  September 7, 2010 

 
REQUEST NO. GER 4.07: 
 
On page 4 of ComEd Ex. 20.1, ComEd states that its transmission losses were separately 
determined to be 1.6%, and that “Transmission Planning confirmed that these values are 
appropriate for a loss determination.” 
 
a. What procedure did Transmission Planning use to determine ComEd’s transmission 

losses were 1.6%? 
 

b. Please provide a copy of the results of ComEd’s transmission loss study that indicates 
ComEd’s transmission losses should be designated to be 1.6%, and state the date that the 
transmission loss study was completed. 
 

c. Please reconcile the apparent difference in value between ComEd’s stated transmission 
losses of 1.6%, as discussed on page 4 of ComEd Ex. 20.1, and the value for ComEd’s 
transmission losses identified on line 20 of the table provided as Appendix D to ComEd 
Ex. 20.1. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
a. Transmission system losses are calculated based on load and no-load losses for 

transmission lines, 345-138kV transformers, and 765-345kV transformers.  The 
transmission system model is based on functionalizing transmission and distribution 
facilities in accordance with the FERC Seven-Factor Test and the methodology approved 
by the Commission in Docket No. 98-0894. 

 
The entire ComEd transmission system was modeled in the power flow used for the loss 
study.  Transmission line impedances were taken from standard ComEd transmission line 
data tabulations.  The corona and insulator losses for the 765kV and 345kV transmission 
system were calculated using typical ComEd transmission configurations and conductors.  
All autotransformers were represented based on the data provided from manufacturer test 
reports.  The resistance was computed from the measured load loss in order to include 
stray losses.  The no-load losses were tabulated and adjusted to include voltage levels 
other than nominal and the no-load tap setting. 
 
Various system load levels were studied to determine losses in the ComEd transmission 
system.  The system load levels studied varied from the peak to minimum load by 
decrements of 10%.  Power flow studies for various system load levels were then 
performed.  The load loss for each load level was added to the no-load loss for the 
respective load level.  The no-load losses were the summation of the corona losses and 
the autotransformer losses. 
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To calculate the average loss for each study level, the total energy loss was divided by the 
sum of the total ComEd zonal energy load, total zonal energy exports, and total energy 
wheeled through the zone.  The system average loss was computed using the same 
function but substituting annual energy load, annual energy exports, annual energy 
wheeled, and annual energy losses.   

 
Please see also the attachment labeled as GER 4.07_Attach 1. 

 
b. The most recent full transmission loss study conducted by ComEd was completed on 

September 27, 1999.  ComEd is aware of no fact that the 1.6% loss factor is inaccurate.  
An additional study was performed in 2001 for the Alliance Regional Transmission 
Organization (ARTO).  The results of this study were generally consistent with the results 
of the 1999 study.  Moreover, a change in transmission losses would not be expected to 
affect the relative loss contributions of individual distribution classes, or their rates. 

 
c. As stated on page 4 of ComEd Ex. 20.1, the average annual transmission energy losses 

for all hours of a year are 1.6%.  Line 20 of the table provided as Appendix D refers to 
transmission losses at the time of the system peak.  The difference between these values 
is that the first applies to energy losses during the entire year, while the later applies only 
to the system peak hour. 
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ICC Docket No. 10-0467 
 

Commonwealth Edison Company’s Response to 
Illinois Commerce Commission (“STAFF”) Data Requests 

GER 4.01 – 4.14 
Date Received:  August 24, 2010 
Date Served:  September 3, 2010 

 
REQUEST NO. GER 4.13: 

Appendix C appears to indicate that no customer loads within the 100-400 kW, 400-1000 kW, or 
1-10 MW classes are supplied with ComEd-owned secondary or service facilities.  Is this a 
correct interpretation of Appendix C?  If yes, has ComEd always required every customer in 
these classes to provide and install required service conductor, regardless of service length, 
transformer location, or transformer ownership?  If the above interpretation is incorrect, please 
provide the correct explanation of the value of 0% shown in the table.  

RESPONSE: 

The use of the zero value for the SEC/SERVICE system element is intended to represent that 
service conductors between service transformers and the customer meter are of a very short 
length and have insignificant electrical resistance.  These factors result in little, if any, energy 
losses.  It is impractical to supply large loads using lengthy secondary conductors due to the high 
cost of the amount and size of conductors that would be required to provide adequate voltage 
regulation and thermal capacity to such loads.  The use of the zero value was not intended to 
indicate ownership of the service conductor. 
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ICC Docket No. 10-0467 
 

Commonwealth Edison Company’s Response to 
Illinois Commerce Commission (“STAFF”) Data Requests 

GER 1.01 – 1.04  
Date Received:  August 11, 2010 
Date Served:  September 1, 2010 

 
REQUEST NO. GER 1.04: 
 
On page 4 of ComEd Ex. 8.3, ComEd explains that it reconciled its peak losses with the ComEd 
Zone Load during peak, as shown in ComEd Ex. 8.3 Appendix F.  Staff understands ComEd Ex. 
8.3 to state that ComEd’s model provided a “load plus losses” result that was 216.4 MW less 
than the 2009 actual peak ComEd Zone Load.  ComEd then explains that the distribution losses 
caused by the various customer classes were proportionally increased to fully allocate the 216.4 
MW that ComEd presumed to be peak hour distribution losses. 
 
a. Was the value for ComEd Zone Load during ComEd’s 2009 system peak 21,217.9 MW, 

which is the value shown in Appendix F?  If not, please provide the peak ComEd Zone 
Load for 2009. 

b. How did ComEd determine that the 216.4 MW difference between its model and ComEd 
Zone Load was due to distribution losses rather than due to transmission losses, some 
combination of distribution and transmission losses, or some other cause?  

c. Please explain in detail how ComEd modified the losses attributed to the D-D lighting 
class when reconciling the 216.4 MW, keeping in mind that on page 3 of ComEd Ex. 8.3 
ComEd states that a non-coincident peak hour was used for estimating losses for the D-D 
lighting class, and given that the D-D lighting class would not have caused any 
distribution losses during ComEd’s system peak. 

d. Please explain in detail how ComEd modified the losses attributed to the Space Heating 
Classes when reconciling the 216.4 MW, given that, per Note # 2 in Appendix F, loads 
and losses for the Space Heating Classes are based on the average of the coincident and 
non-coincident peaks. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
a. The 2009 ComEd Zone peak load 21,217.9 MW shown in Appendix F is the 2009 

ComEd Zone peak load. 
 
b. For the purpose of calculating distribution energy loss factors, peak transmission losses 

of 1.9% of the transmission system load were used.  This value was determined from a 
power flow simulation of the transmission system.  All other losses are treated as 
distribution. 

 
c. ComEd used the class peak of the D-D Lighting class rather than the coincident class 

peak in the reconciliation of class loads and losses to the Zone peak.  ComEd recognizes 
that the use of a non-coincident peak is not consistent with the use of coincident peak 
loads for the other classes to reconcile peak losses and will prepare a revised loss factor 
calculation that excludes the D-D class from the peak loss reconciliation. 
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d. The reconciliation of the coincident peak (CP) hour losses used the coincident peak load 
for both of the space heating classes to determine the residual value of losses at the 
coincident peak.  The calculation of hourly load losses for these classes used an increased 
reference peak load and peak loss in recognition that the losses for these classes would be 
unrealistically high if it were assumed that facilities used to supply these classes were 
sized for the CP load rather than the non-CP load, as is case for facilities actually used for 
these classes. 
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ICC Docket No. 10-0467 
 

Commonwealth Edison Company’s Response to 
Illinois Commerce Commission (“STAFF”) Data Requests 

GER 2.01 – 2.14  
Date Received:  August 13, 2010 
Date Served:  September 1, 2010 

 
REQUEST NO. GER 2.11: 
 
How did ComEd determine which components of the railroads’ facilities it uses to supply other 
customers?  Please provide a single-line diagram, photograph, and/or other graphic to facilitate 
your explanation. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
ComEd determined which railroad facilities ComEd may use to supply other customers based on 
a review of the typical single-line configuration of a railroad substation and the results of its load 
flow analyses.  ComEd determined that depending on ComEd’s and the railroad’s breaker 
configurations and the load requirements of the ComEd lines connected to the railroad traction 
power substation facilities, electricity may flow from the ComEd substation to meet the 
railroad’s electric power requirements and may also pass through the railroad’s bus and breakers 
and continue on to other ComEd customers. 
 
The sketch below displays a typical railroad traction power substation along with the line of 
demarcation between ComEd and railroad facilities. 
 
Under certain operating conditions, ComEd may utilize the railroad facilities (breaker #2, 
breaker #3, breaker #4, and the bus sections between those breakers) to serve other customers.  
An example of such an operating condition is in the event breaker #1 would open, electricity 
would flow from breaker #5 on feeder B through the railroad breaker #4, #3, and #2 and the bus 
sections between those railroad-owned breakers to serve other customers on feeder A. 
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ICC Docket No. 10-0467 
 

Commonwealth Edison Company’s Response to 
Illinois Commerce Commission (“STAFF”) Data Requests 

GER 5.01 – 5.07 
Date Received:  September 13, 2010 

Date Served:  October 4, 2010 
 
REQUEST NO. GER 5.04: 
 
Does ComEd presently simultaneously supply customers other than the railroad traction power 
substations with electricity from more than one distribution circuit?  If yes, please identify the 
types of customers that ComEd supplies with multiple distribution circuits (for example, 
hospitals, factories, schools, etc.), and explain how ComEd’s supply to those customers differ 
from ComEd’s supply to railroad traction power substations. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
ComEd objects to this data request on the grounds that it is vague and ambiguous.  
Notwithstanding this objection and ComEd’s general objections, ComEd states: 
 
ComEd interprets “simultaneously supply….electricity from more than one distribution circuit” 
to mean a service arrangement that consists of 12 kV circuits operating in a networked fashion, 
tied together at 12 kV at the customer location through normally closed 12 kV circuit breakers.  
With that interpretation, yes, ComEd does supply customers other than railroad traction power 
substations with simultaneous service from multiple distribution circuits.  These are legacy 
systems that had been installed in the past to provide service typically to large industrial 
customers.  In general, service to these few remaining industrial customers differs from the 
railroad traction power substation in that the 12kV bus and circuit breakers are owned by 
ComEd.  In addition to the 12kV bus and circuit breaker service arrangement for these 
customers, ComEd also generally provides transformation from 12kV to the customer’s 
utilization voltage, whereas the railroads provide their own alternating current (AC) to direct 
current (DC) rectifying transformers for service to their DC track power system. 
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ICC Docket No. 10-0467 
 

Commonwealth Edison Company’s Response to 
Illinois Commerce Commission (“STAFF”) Data Requests 

GER 5.01 – 5.07 
Date Received:  September 13, 2010 

Date Served:  October 4, 2010 
 
REQUEST NO. GER 5.07: 
 
ComEd’s response to Staff data request GER 2.14 mentions “the historical integration of the 
railroad traction power substations and the ComEd system” and “the contractual relation between 
the customers in the railroad delivery class” as reasons that the railroads, rather than ComEd, own 
the railroad traction power substations. 
 
a. Please provide a description of the relevant sequence of events, along with approximate 

dates, that led to the railroad’s ownership of the facilities at railroad traction power 
substations that ComEd now uses to serve other customers. 

 
b. Please provide a copy of terms contained in any contracts between ComEd and members of 

the railroad class that mandates that the railroad class member own the facilities at railroad 
traction power substations that ComEd now uses to supply other customers. 

 
c. If not covered by ComEd’s response to (a), please explain why ComEd does not supply 

railroad traction power stations in the same manner it supplies or would supply other 
ComEd customers who request or require supply from more than one ComEd distribution 
circuit.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
a. The August 1, 1958 Electric Service Agreement between ComEd and CTA (“CTA 

Agreement”), which superseded similar agreements between ComEd and CTA and Public 
Service Company of Northern Illinois (to which ComEd is a successor by merger) and CTA 
each dated May 1, 1949, and the June 1, 1986 Electric Service Agreement between ComEd 
and the Northeast Illinois Regional Commuter Railroad Corporation (“METRA 
Agreement”) both list the substations that initially received track power electric service as of 
the date of such contracts.   

 
In Section 3.02 of the CTA Agreement, which is attached as GER 5.07_Attach 1, thirty-four 
(34) substations were listed and those substations were divided into 3 categories: 
 
a) CTA Regular Substations 
b) CTA Special Substations 
c) Edison Joint Substations 

 
A CTA Regular Substation is owned and operated by CTA.  There were twenty-two (22) 
substations listed as CTA Regular Substations in Section 3.02 of the CTA Agreement. 
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A CTA Special Substation is owned by CTA and operated by ComEd.  There was one (1) 
substation listed as CTA Special Substation in Section 3.02 of the CTA Agreement. 

 
An Edison Joint Substation is owned and operated by ComEd but also serves CTA track 
power.  There were eleven (11) substations listed as Edison Joint Substations in Section 3.02 
of the CTA Agreement.   

 
All new track power substations since the date of the CTA Agreement are CTA Regular 
Substations.  Since the date of the CTA Agreement all but one Edison Joint Substation have 
been conveyed to the CTA and are now CTA Regular Substations.  The one CTA Special 
Substation has also been re-categorized as a CTA Regular Substation. 

 
The conveyance of these substations is documented in Advices as listed in the attachment 
labeled as GER 5.07_Attach 2. 

 
Thus, the categorization of the 61 traction power substations currently serving CTA is: 
a)  60-CTA Regular Substations 
b)  1-Edison Joint Substation 

 
In Section 3.02 of the METRA Agreement, which is attached as GER 5.07_Attach 3, nine 
(9) substations were listed and those substations were divided into 2 categories:  
a) METRA Substations 
b) Edison Joint Substations 

 
A METRA Substation is a substation owned and operated by METRA. There were seven (7) 
substations listed as METRA Substations in Section 3.02 of the METRA Agreement. 

 
An Edison Joint Substation is owned and operated by ComEd but also serves METRA track 
power. There were two (2) substations listed as Edison Joint Substations in Section 3.02 of 
the METRA Agreement. 

 
All new track power substations since the date of the METRA Agreement are METRA 
substations. 

 
Thus, the categorization of the 10 traction power substations currently serving METRA is: 
a) 8-METRA Substations 
b) 2-Edison Joint Substations 

 
b. Please see the attachments labeled as GER 5.07_Attach 1, GER 5.07_Attach 2, GER 

5.07_Attach 3 and GER 5.07_Attach 4.  The attachment labeled as GER 5.07_Attach 4 is 
METRA Ex. 1.03 from ICC Docket No. 07-0566, a document that memorialized a sale of 
ComEd “conversion facilities” that was purchased by METRA.   
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c. Requests for supply from more than one ComEd distribution circuit are met in a number of 

ways:  1) additional service connections to an overhead or underground circuit; 2) additional 
service connections with manual switching between circuits; 3) additional service 
connections with automatic switching between circuits and 4) additional service connections 
with automatic circuit breaker service between circuits.   
 
Depending on the loads on circuits of the local distribution system at the time of such a 
request, a customer may be served from multiple circuits as standard.  However, automatic 
switching between circuits through automatic throwover (ATO) switchgear or circuit 
breakers is not standard service.  In general, any requests for automatic switching service are 
met by utilizing ATO switchgear and not circuit breakers.  ATO switching provides the 
automatic switching feature that customer’s desire.  Circuit breaker service, while also 
enabling automatic switching, is more expensive to own and maintain and only provided in 
certain limited circumstances.  CTA and METRA are provided with such circuit breaker 
service as a continuation of a long standing service arrangement on which CTA and 
METRA operations have depended for many years. 
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ICC Docket No. 10-0467 
 

Commonwealth Edison Company’s Response to 
Illinois Commerce Commission (“STAFF”) Data Requests 

GER 7.01 – 7.11 
Date Received:  September 24, 2010 

Date Served:  October 14, 2010 
 
REQUEST NO. GER 7.11: 
 
If, in the future, a railroad class customer were to request supply from two distribution circuits 
for a new railroad traction power substation, would ComEd supply the new railroad traction 
power substation in the same manner as it is supplying the 71 railroad traction power substations 
discussed in ComEd Ex. 16.4? If no, please explain how ComEd would supply the new railroad 
traction power substation. Please include a diagram that indicates the transition of ownership 
between equipment that ComEd would own and the equipment that the railroad class customer 
would own, similar to the diagram that ComEd provided in response to Staff data request GER 
2.11. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
ComEd would propose to provide service in a similar fashion, however with one of the railroad 
circuit breakers (breaker #2, breaker #3, or breaker #4, as referenced in ComEd’s Response to 
Staff Data Request GER 2.11) operated in a normally open state.  This circuit configuration 
would operate similarly to primary automatic throwover (ATO) service.  The equipment 
ownership would remain the same as it is in the existing railroad traction power substations. 
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ICC Docket No. 10-0467 
 

Commonwealth Edison Company’s Response to 
Illinois Commerce Commission (“STAFF”) Data Requests 

GER 6.01 – 6.08 
Date Received:  September 17, 2010 

Date Served:  October 8, 2010 
 
REQUEST NO. GER 6.03: 
 
How many meters did ComEd retire as part of the AMI Pilot? 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
The physical retirement of the meters replaced as part of the AMI Pilot is discussed in separate 
Staff Data Requests from Greg Rockrohr. 
 
As explained in ComEd’s Response to Staff Data Request GER 6.01 a total of 131,000 meters 
were fully depreciated on ComEd’s books.  The 131,000 meters were transferred to a separate 
depreciation group in October 2009 to facilitate the depreciation acceleration.   
 
Additionally, ComEd uses an auto life retirement method to record the retirements of electric 
meters.  Under this method actual meter retirements are not specifically recorded.  Rather, meters 
are retired from service in the continuing property records upon reaching the average service life 
of the meters as determined through the last depreciation study. 
 
The reply to this data request reflects ComEd’s filing under Docket 10-0467. The reply does not 
consider any potential effects of the September 30, 2010 decision of the Illinois Appellate Court 
regarding the AMI pilot program via Rider SMP.  
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ICC Docket No. 10-0467 
 

Commonwealth Edison Company’s Response to 
Illinois Commerce Commission (“STAFF”) Data Requests 

GER 6.01 – 6.08 
Date Received:  September 17, 2010 

Date Served:  October 8, 2010 
 
REQUEST NO. GER 6.06: 
 
In ComEd’s filing in Docket 06-0338, beginning at line 80 of ComEd Exhibit 1.0, ComEd’s 
Manager in the Field & Meter Services Department stated: 
 

“In ComEd’s experience, the expected useful life for electromechanical meters is 30 
years.  To require utilities to throw away perfectly good meters when they come out 
of service for routine accuracy testing or otherwise is a waste of perfectly good 
equipment and imposes unnecessary costs that would ultimately be borne by 
ratepayers.” 

 
Given ComEd’s prior opposition to retiring functional electromechanical meters that are 
removed from service, please fully explain why ComEd has elected to retire meters it removes 
from service in association with the AMI Pilot, even those meters that are still capable of 
accurately measuring customers’ energy consumption.  Please include with the response 
ComEd’s economic analysis or study that demonstrates how the meter retirements benefit 
ratepayers. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
In completing the meter exchange process for the AMI Pilot, ComEd followed the Meter 
Department Guide No. MGD-23, attached hereto as GER 6.06_Attach 1.  The majority of the 
meters exchanged for the AMI Pilot were obsolete and discarded since they were of the tamper 
resistant variety. 
 
ComEd purchased tamper resistant residential meters from 1984 to 2001.  The polycarbonate 
covers were riveted to the base, making it impractical to reuse the meter as ComEd could not 
adjust or reset the dials to zero without destroying the meter.   
 
From 2001 to date all residential meters purchased have the ability to be tested and reset.  Any of 
these meters removed as a part of the AMI Pilot were retested and placed into ComEd’s meter 
inventory for eventual redeployment.  
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ICC Docket No. 10-0467 
 

Commonwealth Edison Company’s Response to 
Illinois Commerce Commission (“STAFF”) Data Requests 

GER 6.01 – 6.08 
Date Received:  September 17, 2010 

Date Served:   October 8, 2010 
 
REQUEST NO. GER 6.01: 
 
Staff understands line 2 of Schedule B-2.2, “Removal of Retired Meter Book Value- AMI Pilot 
Program” to indicate that ComEd initially paid approximately $11 million for its meters that 
were removed from service and retired in conjunction with its AMI Pilot.  Is Staff’s 
understanding correct?  If no, please identify and explain all of the costs included in the $11 
million amount shown on Line 2.  If yes, please provide and explain ComEd’s calculations to 
determine this $11 million cost, including the number of retired meters the $11 million 
represents. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
The $11.091 million on line 2 of Schedule B-2.2 is the gross cost of the meters to be taken out of 
service in connection with the AMI Pilot Program.  The gross cost includes the original cost of 
the meters including the fully burdened labor and materials costs necessary to set and install the 
meters. The cost of the specific meters taken out service is an estimate since ComEd does not 
keep specific fixed asset accounting records on each meter. Rather, meters are capitalized under 
a general meter capital project that is specific to the meter type and installation year.  In 
determining the cost of the meters taken out of service for the AMI Pilot Program, an average 
cost was used based upon the meters’ type and estimated installation year. Line 2 of Schedule B-
2.2 is therefore the quantity of each meter by type and vintage multiplied by the applicable 
average cost for that year. See the attachment labeled as GER 6.01_Attach 1 for calculations. 
 
For the AMI Pilot Program, 131,000 meters were assumed for the calculation of the $11.091 
million amount on line 2 of Schedule B-2.2 
 
The reply to this data request reflects ComEd’s filing under ICC Docket No. 10-0467.  The reply 
does not consider any potential effects of the September 30, 2010 decision of the Illinois 
Appellate Court regarding the AMI pilot program via Rider AMP.  
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ICC Dkt. No.10-0467
GER 6.01_Attach 1

Year Quantity Cost Quantity Cost Quantity Cost Quantity Cost

1980 -               -$             -               -$                 2,608       172,702$     2,608       172,702$       
1981 1              159           2              800              2,144       136,125       2,147       137,084         
1982 1              373           4              1,870           2,766       201,846       2,771       204,090         
1983 -               -               3              1,638           2,417       222,527       2,420       224,165         
1984 -               -               6              2,120           2,643       242,943       2,649       245,063         
1985 -               -               22            13,627         3,262       304,822       3,284       318,449         
1986 -               -               44            28,233         3,202       275,448       3,246       303,680         
1987 -               -               296          122,860       3,746       216,684       4,042       339,544         
1988 -               -               387          122,453       4,924       246,545       5,311       368,998         
1989 -               -               598          135,550       5,382       230,948       5,980       366,498         
1990 -               -               187          48,458         4,047       187,922       4,234       236,380         
1991 -               -               164          34,198         3,823       265,931       3,987       300,130         
1992 -               -               246          53,487         4,777       342,938       5,023       396,425         
1993 -               -               275          48,211         4,371       300,501       4,646       348,713         
1994 -               -               94            20,600         3,801       251,985       3,895       272,584         
1995 -               -               132          31,179         3,457       304,090       3,589       335,269         
1996 -               -               80            15,881         3,489       285,978       3,569       301,859         
1997 -               -               160          52,153         4,804       504,207       4,964       556,360         
1998 -               -               115          35,023         3,440       350,394       3,555       385,417         
1999 -               -               117          35,635         3,501       356,608       3,618       392,243         
2000 -               -               137          41,723         4,122       419,656       4,259       461,379         
2001 -               -               285          50,321         6,079       473,333       6,364       523,654         
2002 103          6,698        35            10,874         3,698       299,609       3,836       317,181         
2003 24            1,677        -               -                   1,130       765,167       1,154       766,844         
2004 564          121,875    67            11,189         8,800       531,615       9,431       664,679         
2005 291          59,826      59            3,162           3,879       300,463       4,229       363,452         
2006 721          53,109      165          24,422         4,905       456,513       5,791       534,044         
2007 223          32,893      109          13,723         2,773       428,036       3,105       474,652         
2008 365          74,884      232          45,382         3,729       488,206       4,326       608,473         
2009 95            7,485        141          12,170         12,731     151,041       12,967     170,695         

Total: 2,388       358,979$  4,162       1,016,944$  124,450   9,714,783$  131,000   11,090,706$   

Note:  The allocation of the retirements by vintage year is based on a ratable allocation of retired meters to total meters by 
vintage.  

Costs on Meters Taken Out of Service - AMI Pilot Program 
(In Dollars)

Commonwealth Edison Company

Total Watt-hour MetersElectronic MetersDemand Meters
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Meter Panel in basement of Chicago Apartment 
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